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 21 

Distinctive color patterns in dogs are an integral component of canine diversity. Color 22 

pattern differences are thought to have arisen from mutation and artificial selection during 23 
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and after domestication from wolves 1,2 but important gaps remain in understanding how 24 

these patterns evolved and are genetically controlled 3,4. In other mammals, variation at the 25 

ASIP gene controls both the temporal and spatial distribution of yellow and black pigments 26 

3,5-7. Here we identify independent regulatory modules for ventral and hair cycle ASIP 27 

expression, and we characterize their action and evolutionary origin. Structural variants 28 

define multiple alleles for each regulatory module and are combined in different ways to 29 

explain five distinctive dog color patterns. Phylogenetic analysis reveals that the haplotype 30 

combination for one of these patterns is shared with arctic white wolves and that its hair 31 

cycle-specific module likely originated from an extinct canid that diverged from grey 32 

wolves more than 2 million years before present. Natural selection for a lighter coat during 33 

the Pleistocene provided the genetic framework for widespread color variation in dogs and 34 

wolves. 35 

 36 

A central aspect of the amazing morphologic diversity among domestic dogs are their 37 

colors and color patterns. In many mammals, specific color patterns arise through differential 38 

regulation of Agouti (ASIP), which encodes a paracrine signaling molecule that causes hair 39 

follicle melanocytes to switch from making eumelanin (black or brown pigment) to pheomelanin 40 

(yellow to nearly white pigment) 8. In laboratory mice, Asip expression is controlled by 41 

alternative promoters in specific body regions, and at specific times during hair growth, and 42 

gives rise to the light-bellied agouti phenotype, with ventral hair that is yellow and dorsal hair 43 

that contains a mixture of black and yellow pigment 7. Genetic variation in ASIP affects color 44 

pattern in many mammals; however, in dogs, the situation is still unresolved, in large part due to 45 

the complexity of different pattern types, and challenges in distinguishing whether genetic 46 

association of one or more variants represents causal variation or close linkage 4. Here we 47 
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investigate non-coding variation in ASIP regulatory modules and their effect on patterning 48 

phenotypes in domestic dogs. We expand our analysis to include modern and ancient wild canids 49 

and uncover an evolutionary history in which natural selection during the Pleistocene provided a 50 

molecular substrate for color pattern diversity today. 51 

Expression of ASIP promotes pheomelanin synthesis, therefore ASIP alleles associated 52 

with a yellow color are dominant to those associated with a black color. Although dominant 53 

yellow (DY) is common in dogs from diverse geographic locations, the most common coat 54 

pattern of modern wolves is agouti (AG) 9, in which the dorsum has banded hairs and the 55 

ventrum is light. Three additional color patterns are recognizable, but all have been described 56 

historically by different, inconsistent and sometimes overlapping names that predate genomic 57 

analysis (Supplementary Table 1); we refer to these as shaded yellow (SY), black saddle (BS), 58 

and black back (BB) (Fig. 1). 59 

 60 
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Fig. 1: Coat patterns controlled by the ASIP locus. The five phenotype names proposed here 61 

are shown on the left. To the right are photographs of representative dogs of various 62 

morphological types. Length and curl of hair coat, shade of pheomelanin (red to nearly white), 63 

presence of a black facial mask and white spotting are the result of genetic variation at other loci. 64 

Patterns are displayed in order of dominance. A completely black coat caused by ASIP loss-of-65 

function (recessive black) is not shown. 66 

 67 

We collected skin RNA-seq data from dogs with different pattern phenotypes and 68 

identified three alternative untranslated first exons for dog ASIP (Fig. 2a, Supplementary Table 69 

2). As described below, two of the three corresponding promoters exhibit different levels of 70 

activity and characteristic non-coding sequence variation according to dog pattern phenotype. 71 

These two promoters are orthologous to the ventral promoter (VP) and hair cycle promoter 72 

(HCP) in the laboratory mouse 7; however, our genetic analyses (Fig. 2) reveal that the dog VP 73 

and HCP exhibit greater regional and quantitative variation than their mouse counterparts.    74 

To better understand the relationship between promoter usage and pattern phenotypes, we 75 

inspected whole genome sequence data from 77 dog and wolf samples with known color patterns 76 

(Supplementary Table 3). We identified multiple structural variants that lie within 2 kb of the VP 77 

or HCP transcriptional start sites, confirmed their presence and identity by Sanger sequencing, 78 

and used homozygous individuals to infer two VP haplotypes and five HCP haplotypes. VP1 79 

contains an upstream SINE element and an A-rich expansion not found in VP2 (Fig. 2a, left, 80 

Supplementary Table 1); the five HCP haplotypes differ according to the number and identity of 81 

upstream SINE elements, as well as additional insertions and deletions (Fig. 2a, right, 82 

Supplementary Table 1). 83 
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These results were extended by developing PCR-based genotyping assays for the VP and 84 

HCP structural variants, examining their association with different pattern phenotypes in 352 85 

dogs from 34 breeds, and comparing these results to previously published variants (Extended 86 

Data Fig. 2-3, Extended Data Table 1, Supplementary Tables 4-7). As depicted in Fig. 2b, 87 

combinations of VP1 or VP2 with HCP1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 are correlated perfectly with variation in 88 

ASIP pattern phenotype. Because the level of ASIP activity is directly related to the amount of 89 

yellow pigment production, these genetic association results suggest that VP1 has greater activity 90 

than VP2, HCP1 has greater activity than HCP2, and HCP3, 4, and 5 all represent loss-of-91 

function; indeed, the HCP4 haplotype includes a large deletion that includes the hair cycle first 92 

exon (Fig. 2a). For example, homozygotes for VP1-HCP1, VP2-HCP1, VP2-HCP2 are dominant 93 

yellow, shaded yellow and agouti, respectively (Extended Data Table 1, Supplementary Tables 94 

4-7). Black saddle dogs are VP1-HCP4 homozygotes and most black back dogs are VP2-HCP3 95 

homozygotes (although all three loss of function HCP haplotypes paired with VP2 can produce 96 

the black back phenotype) (Extended Data Fig.3 and Supplementary Table 7). Increased activity 97 

from the ventral promoter (VP1 vs. VP2) correlates with dorsal expansion of yellow pigment in 98 

black saddle compared to black back phenotypes (Fig. 1, 2b), which indicates that the VP and 99 

HCP haplotypes function separately from each other.  100 
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 101 

Fig. 2: Structural variation at the ASIP locus in domestic dogs with different color patterns 102 

(a) Schematic of the two relevant alternative transcription start sites and first exons (nucleotide 103 

coordinates denote their 3’-ends), together with the haplotypes observed. (b) Summary of how 104 

extended haplotype combinations are related to color pattern phenotypes. Semi-quantitative 105 

expression levels are depicted with one or two arrows or an X for no expression (Extended Data 106 

Fig. 1). N is the number of dogs for which the VP and HCP haplotype combinations accounted 107 

for ASIP pattern phenotype. An additional 14 dogs had a dark mask (due to an MC1R variant) 108 

which prevented accurate assignment of ASIP pattern phenotype (Extended Data Table 1, 109 

Supplementary Tables 4-7). 110 

 111 
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The relationship between VP and HCP variants and ASIP transcriptional activity was 112 

explored further using biopsies of dorsal and ventral skin (Supplementary Table 8, Extended 113 

Data Fig. 1). Read counts from RNA-seq data were consistent with expectations from the genetic 114 

association results: VP1 has greater transcriptional activity and is spatially broadened relative to 115 

VP2 (which is only expressed ventrally), HCP1 has greater transcriptional activity relative to 116 

HCP2, and no reads are detected from HCP3 or HCP4 (Fig. 2B, Extended Data Fig. 1). Taken 117 

together, these results provide a molecular explanation for ASIP pattern variation in dogs in 118 

which the VP and HCP haplotypes function as independent regulatory modules for their 119 

associated promoters and first exons. 120 

Genetic relationships between variant ASIP regulatory modules were examined by 121 

comparing haplotypes in 18 homozygous dogs to those from 10 contemporary grey wolves (Fig. 122 

3a, Supplementary Table 9). Overall, agouti dog haplotypes were similar to those from grey 123 

wolves. However, dominant yellow and, to a lesser extent, shaded yellow dog haplotypes were 124 

similar to those from arctic grey wolves from Ellesmere Island and Greenland, where all wolves 125 

are white (Fig. 3a, 3c). Notably, white coat color in wolves represents pale pheomelanin, as in 126 

Kermode bears or snowshoe hares 10,11. In the 64 kb segment that contains the VP, HCP, and 127 

coding sequence, the arctic grey wolf haplotypes are identical except for one polymorphic site, 128 

and are distinguished from dog dominant yellow haplotypes by only 6 SNVs (Extended Data 129 

Table 2). Taken together, these observations suggest a common origin of dominant yellow in 130 

dogs and white coat color in wolves without recent genetic exchange. 131 

 132 
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 133 

Fig. 3: Yellow dogs and 134 

white wolves share an 135 

ancient HCP 136 

haplotype. (a) 137 

Genotypes at 377 SNVs 138 

(columns) at the ASIP 139 

locus in grey wolves and 140 

dogs (rows), coded for 141 

heterozygosity (light 142 

blue), homozygosity for 143 

the reference (yellow) or 144 

the alternate (dark blue) 145 

allele, or as missing 146 

genotypes (white). 147 

Alternate first exons 148 

(arrows) and nearby DY-associated structural variants (SINE insertions: green, polynucleotide 149 

expansions: orange) are included for reference.  (b) Maximum likelihood phylogenies, including 150 

seven extant canid species and the dog, from 48 and 16 kb intervals upstream or downstream of 151 

the HCP, respectively.  Grey wolf/dog phyletic clades are highlighted with boxes to indicate 152 

relationships that are consistent (blue) or inconsistent (red) with genome-wide phylogenies. (c) 153 

Images of a grey wolf, arctic grey wolf, Tibetan wolf. (d) A phylogeny representing distinct HCP 154 

evolutionary histories inferred from genetic variation in extant canids.  Structural variants (as 155 
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represented in Fig. 2) and derived SNVs (cyan) distinguish wolf-like canid (blue), ghost lineage 156 

(red), and basal canid (black) haplotypes. 157 

The evolutionary origin of ASIP haplotypes was explored further by constructing 158 

maximum likelihood phylogenetic trees for dogs, wolves, and 8 additional canid species 159 

(Supplementary Table 9). Based on differences in SNV frequency, the 48 kb VP segment was 160 

considered separately from the 16 kb HCP-exon 2/3/4 segment (see supplementary text, Fig. 3a). 161 

In the VP tree, all dogs and grey wolves form a single clade, consistent with known species 162 

relationships 12. However, in the HCP tree, the dominant yellow and shaded yellow dogs lie in a 163 

separate clade together with arctic grey wolves; remarkably, this clade is basal to the golden 164 

jackal and distinct from other canid species (Fig. 3b, Extended Data Fig. 4, 5).    165 

The pattern of derived allele sharing provides additional insight (Fig. 3d and Extended 166 

Data Fig. 6). As depicted in Fig. 2b and 3d, HCP2 is characterized by three small repeat elements 167 

that are shared by all canids and is therefore the ancestral form. In the branch leading to core 168 

wolf-like canids (golden jackal, coyote, Ethiopian wolf, and grey wolf), there are nine derived 169 

SNV alleles within the HCP2-exon 2/3/4 segment (Extended Data Fig. 6), four of which flank 170 

the repeat elements close to HCP2 (Fig. 3d). None of the nine derived alleles are present in the 171 

dominant yellow HCP1-exon 2/3/4 segment haplotype (which also carries an additional SINE 172 

close to HCP1; therefore this haplotype must have originated prior to the last common ancestor 173 

of golden jackals and other wolf-like canids >2 Mybp 13. Although the 16 kb HCP1-exon 2/3/4 174 

segment haplotype could have originated on a branch leading to the core wolf-like canids, it 175 

would have had to persist via incomplete lineage sorting and absence of recombination for more 176 

than 2 million years and through three speciation events (supplementary text). A more likely 177 

scenario is that HCP1 represents a ghost lineage from an extinct canid (Fig. 3d, 4b) that was 178 
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introduced by hybridization with grey wolves during the Pleistocene (see below), as has been 179 

suggested for an ancestor of the grey wolf and coyote 12, and in high altitude Tibetan and 180 

Himalayan wolves 14. 181 

We expanded our analysis of VP and HCP haplotypes to a total of 45 North American 182 

and 23 Eurasian wolves, and identified a variant HCP1 haplotype in Tibetan wolves that does not 183 

extend to exon 2/3/4 and lacks the 24 bp insertion found in arctic grey wolves and dominant 184 

yellow dogs (Supplementary Table 10). The Tibetan and arctic grey wolf haplotypes are referred 185 

to as HCP1a and HCP1b, respectively (Fig. 3d, Extended Data Fig. 7, 8). The VP1-HCP1b 186 

haplotype combination is found mostly in the North American Arctic in a distribution parallel to 187 

that of white coat color (Extended Data Fig. 7a) 15. This haplotype combination is not observed 188 

in Eurasia, although one similar to shaded yellow, VP2-HCP1a, was observed in seven light-189 

colored wolves from Tibet or Inner Mongolia (Fig. 3d, Extended Data Fig.7b) 16. 190 

Additional insight into the demographic history of these haplotypes emerges from 191 

analysis of ancient dog (n=5) and grey wolf (n=2) WGS data, dated 4,000 – 35,000 ybp 192 

(Supplementary text and Supplementary Table 10), in which both forms of the VP (VP1 and 193 

VP2), and four forms of the HCP (HCP1a, HCP1b, HCP2, HCP4) were observed in various 194 

combinations (Fig. 4a, Extended Data Fig. 8). Ancient wolves from the Lake Taimyr and Yana 195 

River areas of Arctic Siberia had at least one HCP1 haplotype, while ancient dogs from central 196 

Europe, Ireland, and Siberia carried HCP1a, HCP1b, and HCP4, respectively (Supplementary 197 

Table 10). Thus, diversity in ASIP regulatory sequences responsible for color variation today was 198 

apparent by 35,000 ybp in ancient wolves and by 9,500 ybp in ancient dogs. 199 
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 200 

Fig. 4: Distribution of ASIP alleles in ancient dogs and wolves, and an evolutionary model 201 

for dominant yellow acquisition. (a) ASIP haplotypes were inferred from whole genome 202 

sequencing of 5 ancient dog (circles), 2 ancient wolves (squares), and 68 modern wolves (pie 203 

charts) distributed across the Holarctic (see Supplementary Table 10 and Extended Data Fig. 8 204 

for detailed haplotype representations). Asterisks indicate SY/DY haplotypes for which the 205 

HCP1 insertion is either absent (SY*) or not ascertainable (DY*). (b) A model for origin of the 206 

dominant yellow haplotype and its transmission into dogs and arctic wolves, in which molecular 207 
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alterations at modular promoters were acquired by introgression (red, HCP1) or by mutation in 208 

the grey wolf (blue, VP1). The timeline for speciation events, dog domestication, and geological 209 

events affecting grey wolf dispersal are based on prior studies 13,17.  210 

Together with our phylogenetic results, comparative analysis of wolf and dog ASIP 211 

haplotypes suggests an evolutionary history in which multiple derivative haplotypes and 212 

associated color patterns arose by recombination and mutation from two ancestral configurations 213 

corresponding to a white wolf (VP1-HCP1) and a grey wolf (VP2-HCP2), both present in the 214 

late Pleistocene (Fig. 4a, Extended Data Fig. 8). The distribution of derivative haplotypes 215 

explains color pattern diversity not only in dogs but also in modern wolf populations across the 216 

Holarctic, including white wolves in the North American Arctic (VP1- HCP1b) and yellow 217 

wolves in the Tibetan highlands (VP2-HCP1a), and is consistent with natural selection for light 218 

coat color. 219 

A likely timeline for the origin of modules driving high levels of ASIP expression is 220 

depicted in Fig. 4b and indicates a dual origin. The HCP1 haplotype represents introgression into 221 

Pleistocene grey wolves from an extinct canid lineage that diverged from grey wolves more than 222 

2 Mybp. This introgression as well as the mutation from VP2 to VP1 occurred prior to 33,500 223 

ybp, based on direct observation from an ancient wolf sample (Fig. 4a). Natural selection for 224 

VP1 and HCP1 are a likely consequence of Pleistocene adaptation to arctic environments and 225 

genetic exchange in glacial refugia, driven by canid and megafaunal dispersal during interglacial 226 

periods. Modern grey wolves are thought to have arisen from a single source ~25,000 ybp close 227 

to the last glacial maximum 18,19; during the North American glacial retreat that followed, the 228 

VP1-HCP1b haplotype combination was selected for in today's white-colored arctic wolves. 229 
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In dogs, ASIP color pattern diversification was likely an early event during 230 

domestication, since our analysis of ancient DNA data reveals several different VP and HCP 231 

haplotypes in Eurasia by 4,800 ybp. This is consistent with the wide distribution of dominant 232 

yellow across modern dog breeds from diverse locations, as well as the dingo (Supplementary 233 

Table 9), a feral domesticate introduced to Australia at least 3,500 ybp 20. Of particular interest is 234 

the Zhokov island dog from Siberia 21,22. Based on a haplotype combination of VP2-HCP4, this 235 

sled dog that lived 9,500 years ago exhibited a black back color pattern, allowing it to be easily 236 

distinguished from white colored wolves in an arctic environment. Our results show how 237 

introgression, demographic history, and the genetic legacy of extinct canids played key roles in 238 

shaping this diversity. 239 
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 303 

Methods  304 

All data generated or analyzed during this study are included in this published article (and its 305 

supplementary information files). 306 

Ethics Statement 307 

All animal experiments were done in accordance with the local regulations. Experiments 308 

were approved by the “Cantonal Committee For Animal Experiments” (Canton of Bern; permits 309 

48/13, 75/16 and 71/19). 310 

Skin biopsies and total RNA extraction 311 

Skin biopsies were taken from three dogs (a black back Miniature Pinscher and a dominant 312 

yellow Border Terrier and Irish Terrier). Two 6 mm punch biopsies were taken from 313 

differentially pigmented body areas of each animal (dorsal and ventral). RNA samples from dogs 314 

represent asynchronous hair growth relative to the hair cycle. The biopsies were immediately put 315 

in RNAlater (Qiagen) for at least 24 h and then frozen at –20°C. Prior to RNA extraction, the 316 

skin biopsies were homogenized mechanically with the TissueLyser II device from Qiagen. Total 317 

RNA was extracted from the homogenized tissue using the RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini Kit 318 

(Qiagen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. RNA quality was assessed with a 319 
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FragmentAnalyzer (Agilent) and the concentration was measured using a Qubit Fluorometer 320 

(ThermoFisher Scientific). 321 

Whole transcriptome sequencing (RNA-seq) 322 

From each sample, 1 μg of high quality total RNA (RIN >9) was used for library 323 

preparation with the Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA kit. The libraries were pooled and 324 

sequenced on an S1 flow cell with 2x50 bp paired-end sequencing using an Illumina NovaSeq 325 

6000 instrument. On average, 31.5 million paired-end reads per sample were collected. One 326 

publicly available Beagle sample was used (SRX1884098).  All reads that passed quality control 327 

were mapped to the CanFam3.1 reference genome assembly using STAR aligner (version 2.6.0c) 328 

26. 329 

Transcript coordinates 330 

The STAR-aligned bam files were visualized in the IGV browser 27. Three different 331 

alternate untranslated first exons that appeared to splice to the coding exons of ASIP were 332 

defined based on the visualizations of the read alignments in IGV. These exact transcripts have 333 

not been documented in NCBI and Ensembl gene models. The visually curated gene models are 334 

given in Supplementary Table 2.  335 

Identification of genomic variants 336 

WGS data from 71 dogs and 6 wolves was used for variant discovery (Supplementary Table 337 

3). They included 15 agouti dogs and wolves, 25 black back dogs, 11 black saddle dogs, 14 338 

dominant yellow dogs and 11 shaded yellow dogs and one white wolf. The genomes were either 339 

publicly available or sequenced as part of related projects in our group 28. SNVs and small indels 340 

were called as described 28. The IGV software 27 was used for visual inspection of the promoter 341 
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regions based on the transcripts identified in the RNA sequencing data. Structural variants were 342 

identified and association with coat color phenotypes was verified by visual inspection in IGV. 343 

DNA samples for Sanger sequencing and genotyping 344 

Samples for variant discovery included two dogs from each color phenotype and are 345 

designated in Supplementary Table 5 with asterisks. Samples from dogs listed in Supplementary 346 

Table 5 were used for genotyping. The coat color phenotype of all animals was assigned based 347 

on breed-specific coat color standards or photographs or owner reporting. Genomic DNA was 348 

isolated from EDTA blood samples using the Maxwell RSC Whole Blood DNA kit (Promega).  349 

Sequencing of promoter regions 350 

Sanger sequencing of PCR amplicons was carried out to validate and characterize structural 351 

variants at the sequence level in the promoter regions. All primer sequences and polymerases 352 

used are listed in Supplementary Table 4. PCR products amplified using LA Taq polymerase 353 

(Takara) or Multiplex PCR Kit (Qiagen) were directly sequenced on an ABI 3730 capillary 354 

sequencer after treatment with exonuclease I and shrimp alkaline phosphatase. Sequence data 355 

were analyzed with Sequencher 5.1 (GeneCodes). Interspersed repeat insertions were classified 356 

with the RepeatMasker program 29. Multiple copies of SINE elements from the same and 357 

different families were resolved this way. The CanFam3.1 reference genome assembly is derived 358 

from the Boxer Tasha, a dominant yellow dog, and represents a DY haplotype, VP1-HCP1, of 359 

the ASIP gene. Descriptions of the promoter variants and Genbank accession numbers for HCP2-360 

5 are in Supplementary Table 1. The table lists the 7 combinations of VP and HCP regulatory 361 

modules observed in dogs. As HCP3, HCP4, and HCP5 all represent loss-of-function alleles that 362 

are functionally equivalent, the 7 listed combinations correspond to only 5 distinct phenotypes.   363 

 364 
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Genotyping assays 365 

The previously reported SINE insertion 24 was genotyped by fragment size analysis on an 366 

ABI 3730 capillary sequencer and analyzed with the GeneMapper 4.0 software (Applied 367 

Biosystems). The previously reported ASIP coding variants 25 were genotyped by Sanger 368 

sequencing PCR products. The previously reported RALY intronic duplication 23 was genotyped 369 

by size differentiation of PCR products on a Fragment Analyzer (Agilent). Five PCR-assays 370 

(ventral promoter assays 1, 2; hair cycle promoter assays 1, 2, 3) are required to unambiguously 371 

determine the VP and HCP haplotypes. The other four primer pairs in the list were used to 372 

genotype previously published diagnostic markers 23-25 or for the amplification of the entire HCP 373 

(Supplementary Table 4). Genotyping results for all samples are shown in Supplementary Table 374 

5. There is a perfect genotype-phenotype association in 352 dogs (see Fig. 2). In the remaining 375 

14 dogs, the presence of a eumelanistic mask due to an epistatic MC1R allele prevented the 376 

reliable phenotypic differentiation of dominant yellow and shaded yellow dogs. Breeds and the 377 

different promoter haplotype combinations identified within each breed are indicated in 378 

Supplementary Table 6. In a few dogs that were heterozygous at both VP and HCP, the phasing 379 

of the VP and HCP haplotype combinations was performed based on haplotype frequency within 380 

the same breed as noted. A family of Chinooks were used to determine the segregation of 381 

extended haplotypes and the phenotypic equivalency of HCP3 and HCP5 (Extended Data Fig 3). 382 

Summary of genotyping results and exclusion of previously associated variants is shown in 383 

Supplementary Table 7. This table lists the genotype-phenotype association in aggregated form. 384 

The table also contains the genotypes for variants that were previously reported to be associated 385 

with pattern phenotypes 23-25. Numbers in red indicate genotyping results, for which these 386 

markers yielded discordant results. 387 
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Comparison of promoter haplotype effects on transcripts 388 

Transcript data was generated from a second set of samples. Sample descriptions and colors 389 

are shown in Supplementary Table 8 for all RNA experiments. Skin samples were collected from 390 

a male Swedish Elkhound (agouti), female German Pinscher (dominant yellow) and male 391 

Rottweiler (black back) after euthanasia that was conducted due to behavioral or health problems 392 

not related to skin. Samples were collected in RNAlater Stabilization Solution and stored at –393 

80°C. RNA was extracted using the RNeasy Fibrous Tissue Mini Kit (Qiagen) according to 394 

manufacturer’s instructions. Integrity of RNA was evaluated with Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer or 395 

TapeStation system (Agilent) and concentration measured with DeNovix DS-11 396 

Spectrophotometer (DeNovix Inc.). The libraries for STRT (Single cell reverse tagged) RNA-397 

sequencing were prepared using STRT method with unique molecular identifiers 30 and 398 

modifications including longer UMI’s of 8 bp, addition of spike-in ERCC control RNA for 399 

normalization of expression, and Globin lock method 31 with LNA-primers for canine alpha- and 400 

betaglobin genes. The libraries were sequenced with an Illumina NextSeq 500. Reads were 401 

mapped to the CanFam3.1 genome build using HISAT1 mapper version 2.1.0 32.  402 

The alignment-free quantification method Kallisto (version 0.46.0) 33 was used to estimate 403 

the abundance and quantified as transcripts per million mapped reads (TPM) data based on an 404 

index built from CanFam3.1 Ensembl transcriptome (release 99). The curated ASIP transcript 405 

isoform models based upon alignment visualizations in the IGV browser 27 were also included in 406 

the transcriptome. Results based on genotype of the promoter haplotypes are displayed in 407 

Extended Data Fig. 1 as TPM. 408 

 409 

 410 
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Haplotype construction 411 

Haplotypes were constructed from two publicly available VCF files PRJEB32865 and 412 

PRJNA448733. The VCFs for selected dogs were merged using BCFtools merge tool 413 

(http://samtools.github.io/bcftools/) with the parameter --missing-to-ref, which assumed 414 

genotypes at missing sites are homozygous reference type 0/0. Only dogs homozygous for ASIP 415 

haplotypes were used to visualize haplotypes (Supplementary Table 3). SNVs that had 100% call 416 

rate in these samples were color coded and displayed relative to the genome assembly and 417 

previously commercialized variants (Extended Data Fig. 2). 418 

ASIP phylogenetic analysis in canids 419 

Illumina whole genome sequence for 36 canids, including seven extant species and the dog, 420 

were downloaded from the NCBI short read archive as aligned (bam format) or unaligned (fastq 421 

format reads (Supplementary Table 9). Fastq data were aligned to the dog genome (CanFam3.1) 422 

using BWA (v.0.7.17) 34 after trimming with Trim Galore (v.0.6.4). SNVs within a 110 kb 423 

interval (chr24:23,300,000-23,410,000), which includes the ASIP transcriptional unit and 424 

regulatory sequences, were identified with Platypus (v.0.8.1) 35 and filtered with VCFtools 425 

(v.0.1.15) 36 to include 2008 biallelic SNVs. Phasing was inferred with BEAGLE (v.4.1) 37.  426 

For phylogenetic analysis, the ASIP interval was partitioned in two regions, based on dog 427 

SNV density (Fig. 3a) and ASIP gene structure: a 48 kb region including the ventral first exon, 428 

extending to but excluding the hair cycle first exon (chr24:23,330,000-23,378,000), and a 16 kb 429 

region including the hair cycle first exon, extending to and including ASIP coding exons 2-4 430 

(chr24:23,378,001-23,394,000). Consensus sequences of equal length were constructed for each 431 

inferred canid haplotype using BCFtools (v.1.9). Phylogenies were inferred using Maximum 432 

Likelihood method and Tamura-Nei model with 250 bootstrap replications, implemented in 433 
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MEGAX 38,39, and including 34 canids (Fig. 3b, Extended Data Fig. 4,5). For 34 of 36 434 

individuals, consensus haplotype pairs were adjacent to each other or, in the case of a few 435 

wolf/dog haplotypes, were positioned in neighboring branches with weak bootstrap support. The 436 

exceptions were the African golden wolf, a species derived by recent hybridization of the grey 437 

wolf and Ethiopian wolf 12, and an eastern grey wolf from the Great Lakes region, which was 438 

also reported to have recent admixture with the coyote 40. The African golden wolf and the 439 

eastern grey wolf were removed from the alignments, and a single haplotype for each individual 440 

was selected arbitrarily for tree building and display.  441 

Haplotype analysis of ASIP locus in ancient dogs and wolves 442 

Whole genome sequencing data from several recent studies 12,16,22,41-45, including five 443 

ancient dogs, two ancient grey wolves, and 68 modern grey wolves (Supplementary Table 10) 444 

were downloaded as aligned (bam format) or unaligned (fastq format) reads. Fastq data was 445 

aligned to the dog genome (canFam3.1) using BWA-MEM (v.0.7.17) 34, after trimming 446 

withTrim Galore (v.0.6.4). Coverage depth for each sample ranged from 1-78x (Supplementary 447 

Table 10). Genotypes at five structural variants and six SNVs were determined by visual 448 

inspection using the IGV browser (Supplementary Table 10). Variants in or near the ventral 449 

promoter (n=2), the hair cycle promoter (n=6), and the coding exons (n=3) distinguished ventral 450 

and hair cycle promoter haplotypes (Supplementary Table 10, Extended Data Fig. 7). SNV 451 

genotypes were determined by allele counts; structural variants were genotyped by split reads at 452 

breakpoint junctions.  453 

For 67 of 75 wolves (or ancient dogs), the phase of ventral and hair cycle promoter 454 

haplotypes was unambiguous. Seven wolves and one ancient dog were heterozygous with respect 455 
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to both the ventral and hair cycle promoter haplotypes, and for these samples, haplotype phase 456 

was inferred based on the linkage disequilibrium in the 67 unambiguous individuals. 457 
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Extended data 545 

 546 

Extended Data Fig. 1: Relative transcription of promoter variants. 547 

Black dots are from RNA-seq data and grey dots are from STRT RNA-seq data.  548 

Dorsal samples (D) were taken from mid thorax of the dog and ventral (V) from the ventral 549 

abdomen. The HCP samples were not synchronized with respect to the hair cycle. 550 

 551 
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552 

Extended Data Fig. 2: Dog haplotypes across the ASIP locus with comparison to 553 

commercial genetic tests for coat color. Dog coat pattern phenotypes are listed on the left. 554 

Alternative first exons are listed at the top. Yellow is a homozygous match to the genome 555 

assembly, grey heterozygous, white deleted and blue homozygous alternate allele. The black 556 

rectangles highlight the promoter regions. Green triangles represent the location of variants that 557 

were previously used in commercial testing to distinguish different alleles for coat color patterns. 558 

The previously identified intronic duplication that was promoted to commercially distinguish BS 559 

and BB haplotypes in some breeds lies 70 kb to the left of this diagram 23. The green triangle 560 

between the VP and HCP is the location of the commercially tested SINE insertion for BB and 561 

BS 24. In the samples presented here, the dominant yellow haplotype extends through the coding 562 

sequence where the missense variants associated with this haplotype were previously identified 563 

25. In more primitive breeds, recombination events have disrupted this long linkage 564 

disequilibrium between the promoter variants and the coding variants leading to incorrect genetic 565 

test results with the existing tests. Samples used are listed in Supplementary Table 3. Raw 566 

genotyping results are in Supplementary Table 5 and summary results comparing commercial 567 

variants are in Supplementary Table 7. 568 

 569 
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 571 

572 

Extended Data Fig. 3: A family of dogs segregating dominant yellow and black back. 573 

Extended haplotype combinations were determined in this family of Chinook dogs. In this breed 574 

both HCP3 and HCP5 segregate and confer a black back phenotype combined with VP2. 575 
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 576 

Extended Data Fig. 4: Expanded canid phylogenetic tree inferred from 48 kb region 577 

including the ventral promoter. An expanded version of the maximum likelihood tree shown in 578 

Fig. 3B, with 34 canids, representing 7 of 9 extant species.  579 
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 580 

Extended Data Fig. 5: Expanded canid phylogenetic tree inferred from 16 kb region within 581 

and downstream of the hair cycle promoter. An expanded version of the maximum likelihood 582 

tree shown in Fig. 3b, with 34 canids, representing 7 of 9 extant species. 583 

 584 
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585 

Extended Data Fig. 6: Genomic distribution of derived substitutions across the ASIP locus. 586 

(a) Canid phylogenies for the ventral (48 kb) and hair cycle (16 kb) promoter regions, with 587 

relevant internal branches marked by the occurrence of derived variants plotted in (B). (b) 588 

Derived substitutions shared by grey wolf and dogs (cyan). Ancestral alleles on DY/arctic wolf 589 

haplotypes (red) or BB and DY/arctic wolf haplotypes (orange) that correspond to derived 590 

substitutions in the core wolf-like canids (Supplementary Table 11). The broken lines demarcate 591 

the HCP region (chr24:23,375,800-23,380,000). The solid line signifies the downstream 592 

boundary for phylogenetic analysis. The solid green and orange lines indicate the positions of the 593 

SINE and 24 bp insertion, respectively, associated with the DY/arctic wolf haplotype.  594 

 595 
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 596 

Extended Data Fig. 7: The distribution of ASIP haplotypes in modern grey wolves. Modern 597 

grey wolves from (a) North America (n=45) or (b) Eurasia (n=23) were genotyped for 5 598 

structural variants and 6 SNVs using whole genome sequencing data. Each wolf, represented by 599 

a colored box, is plotted information, summarized in the figure legend, is available in Extended 600 

Data Fig. 8 and Supplementary Table 10. The asterisk indicates an SY-like haplotype without the 601 

HCP1 insertion. 602 
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  603 

Extended Data Fig. 8: Evolutionary diversification of ASIP haplotypes observed in grey 604 

wolves and dogs. The color (red or blue) of ASIP haplotype segments indicates ancestral species 605 

of origin, inferred from phylogenetic analysis (Fig. 3b, Extended Data Fig. 4, 5). Relevant 606 

structural variants near the ventral (VP) and hair cycle (HCP) promoters are depicted as yellow 607 

triangles (polynucleotide expansions), green bars (SINE insertions), and white bars (deletions). 608 

Modified promoter activity is indicated by an X mark (no activity) or an additional arrow 609 

(elevated expression), based on RNAseq (Extended Data Fig. 1) and/or inference from coat color 610 

(Fig. 1, 3c). 611 
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Extended Data Table 1. Segregation of modular promoter diplotypes with phenotype. 612 
 613 

Phenotype Diplotype Counts 

Dominant Yellow 
VP1-HCP1 / VP1,2-HCP1,3,4,5 113/114 

VP2-HCP1 / VP2-HCP1 1*/114 

Shaded Yellow 
VP2-HCP1 / VP2-HCP1,3,5 51/64 

VP2-HCP1 / VP1-HCP1 11*/64 
VP1-HCP1 / VP1-HCP1 2*/64 

Agouti VP2-HCP2 / VP2-HCP2,3,5 46/46 
Black Saddle VP1-HCP4 /  VP1,2-HCP4,3 53/53 
Black Back VP2-HCP3 / VP2-HCP3,4,5 89/89 

 614 

* Dogs had MC1R based eumelanin masking pattern, which prevented reliable phenotype 615 
distinction between dominant yellow and shaded yellow. 616 

 617 

Extended Data Table 2. SNVs distinguishing DY dogs and arctic wolves in the 64kb 618 
segment that contain the VP, HCP, and coding sequences. 619 

 620 
Position 

(Chr24, CF3) 
Ancestral 

allele 
Derived 
Allele DY dog Arctic wolf Yana wolf 

23,333,763 C A C A C 
23,343,447 G C C G G 
23,356,213 T C T C T 
23,362,891 C A C A C 
23,381,935 C T C T C 
23,393,514 G A A G G 

 621 
 622 

 623 

 624 

 625 
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	Extended Data Fig. 1: Relative transcription of promoter variants.

